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FOREWORD

A simple method for shaping the output current pulse of a relativistic

electron beam in vacuum is presented. This method has been employed to sharpen

the risetime of a high-current relativistic electron beam produced by a 2 MV,

7 kA, 20 ns pulser. The beam nominally has a pulse shape that is triangular

both in voltage and current, with a negligible instantaneous energy spread.

The desired pulse shape is nominally rectangular in current. The technique

utilizes a magnetic lens with a magnitude of approximately 1.5 kG to focus the

beam. Passing beam electrons through the magnetic lens causes them to focus at

different axial locations downstream from the lens depending upon their

energy. The focal point of the beam current peak (corresponding to maximum

energy) is then located furthest downstream. An aperture is used near the

focus to select a portion of the beam having the desired parameters.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Shaping the output current pulse of intense relativistic electron beam

(IREB) generators is of interest for a variety of applications. Typically, a

monoenergetic current pulse with a square profile, i.e., fast risetime and

falltime and a relatively constant current level, is desirable. The output of

many IREB generators is often sinusoidal or triangular with the current

waveform shape following the diode voltage waveform. Consequently, the beam

current risetime has an energy ramp associated with it. The problem of

achieving a fast risetime when driving a highly capacitive load with a highly

inductive Marx generator is a common one.

Various techniques have been proposed for beam risetime sharpening and

current pulse shaping. These include inductive erosion of the electron beam,1

vacuum surface flashover switches placed appropriately between the large Marx
2

inductance and the vacuum diode, and gradient B drift transport of the

electron beam.3 ,4 Since the beam risetime possesses an energy ramp, the

possible use of a magnetic lens to sharpen the beam risetime is an attractive

alternative due to its compactness and simplicity. In this report we discuss

such an approach using a single magnetic lens.

It is a well-known fact that the focal point for relativistic electrons

with kinetic energy (T-I)mc
2 is given in the thin lens approxima-ion by

5

12

t jdz
2 z

where C z) = eB/m is the electron cyclotron anr>Iar frequency, v is the
C z

electron axial velocity, and B (r,z) is the lens axial magnetic field profile
z

alonp th(, electron path. Passing beam electrons through a magnetic lens will
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cause the beam electrons to focus at different axial locations downstream from

the lens, with the focal point of the beam current peak (corresponding to

maximum energy) furthest downstream.

Thus, by placing a small aperture near the beam peak focal point, we can

let the portion of the beam near peak pass through, while intercepting most of

the early portion of the pulse which has spread out before it reaches the

aperture. Similarly, the later portion of the pulse fall time will also be

intercepted. This creates an electron beam with sharper rise and fall times

resulting in a more uniform current profile.

The above description, while providing a simple scenario for the single

particle case, is inadequate since it neglects several important factors.

These factors include lens aberrations due to nonlinearity, beam space charge

effects, and beam transverse energy. We shall discuss some of these issues in

this report.

The report proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we present a description of

the magnetic lens and its magnetic field profile. The theoretical basis for

the current pulse shaping technique is discussed in Section 3. Included is the

theoretical analysis and scaling laws for the risetime sharpener utilizing a

foilless diode geometry. Results of numerical simulations using MAGIC are in

good agreement with theory and show the potential for this approach. Diode

geometries including an anode foil are also presented. Section 4 describes

the experimental setup. The experimental results are presented and discussed

in Section 5, while conclusions and recommendations are contained in Section

6.
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SECTION 2

MAGNETIC LENS

As can be seen from Equation (1), the focal length for a magnetic lens

depends not only on the peak axial magnetic field strength but also on the

axial field profile. Therefore, in this section we describe the field profile

of the lens to be used in the experiment.

The basic elements of a magnetic lens include a circular current-carrying

coil and a yoke enveloping most of the coil surface area except for a small

gap centered at the coil midplane and running along the coil inner bore

circumference as shown in Figure 1(a). The yoke is manufactured with materials

of very high magnetic permeability (e.g. soft iron) so that most of the

magnetic flux is confined within the yoke itself. Without the presence of the

gap, there would be very little field outside of the yoke. The presence of the

gap allows the field to escape forming an azimuthally symmetric magnetic field

which peaks axially at the coil midplane. This configuration is necessary so

that the field can be confined to the shorter axial extent necessary to

produce a thin lens out of bulky solenoidal coils.

The coil itself is a circular disk of 12 cm width, 12 cm inner bore

radius, and 24 cm outer radius. The yoke is composed of high magnetic

permeability steel and is 1.8 cm in thickness with a 5 cm gap. The measured

axial field profile along the axis of symmetry, z, is shown in Figure 1(b).

The magnetic field strength can be adjusted experimentally by varying the coil

current (supplied by a dc power supply). The present coil can produce a 3-kG

peak magnetic field on axis in the absence of the yoke.

The knowledge of the magnetic field profile on the axis of symmetry is
6

essential in determining the field profile at other positions. These are

given by

3
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2 +
B (r,z) B(z) - 1 B"(z)r + ... (2a)

z

4

B (r,z) = - B'(z)r + __ B' (z)r3 + (2b)
r

2 16

Here, the primes denote derivatives with respect to z. We note here that from

Equations (1) and (2) it can be seen that particles traversing the lens at

different radial distances from the axis of symmetry will have different focal

lengths, even with the same kinetic energy. This aberration is a natural

consequence of the nonlinearity of the magnetic field profile and it limits

the smallest spot size to which a beam can be focused. Further, it also

introduces nonlinearity into the particle radial momentum which is

irreversible.

We have approximated the field profile on axis, as shown in Figure 1(b),

by the following analytical expression,

B(z) = B e 0 (3)
0

where B is the peak field strength on axis, z is the axial position of the
0 C

lens center, and z = 7.7 cm. This expression will be used in subsequent
0

analysis in the following sections. For now we note that a useful integral

formula for the field profile given above is

F B2 (z)dz 1.8B2z (4)

4
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SECTION 3

CURRENT PULSE SHAPING WITH A MAGNETIC LENS

Typical high-power vacuum diode configurations consist of a

cylindrical cathode shank with a flat emission surface and a thin foil acting

as an anode a short distance downstream from the cathode surface. Some of the

cathode materials utilized in high power diodes of this type include fine

grain graphite or velvet. Velvet cathode surfaces have been observed

experimentally to produce more uniform, lower transverse energy spread (lower

emittance) beams than is possible with a graphite cathode. Minimizing the

transverse energy spread is an important consideration for many electron beam

applications.

The presence of the anode foil introduces two issues which complicate the

use of a single magnetic lens for current pulse shaping. One is that the foil

will increase the beam emittance through scattering. Since the mean-squared

scattering angle <82> of a relativistic electron after passing through
-2

scattering materials is proportional to z_ , the low-,!nergy portion of the

beam pulse will gain substantially more transverse energy relative to the beam

peak. This limits the smallest spot size to which the beam peak can be

focused.

The second issue is mainly applicable to the high-c~irrent beam case such

as considered here. In the proximity of the foil the beam self-radial electric

field is shorted out, leaving the self-azimuthal magnetic field which focuses

the beam. Since the self-azimuthal magnetic field is proportional to beam

current, this field can be on the order of 1 kG at the outer edge of the beam

peak resulting in strong focusing prior to magnetic lens focusing. Due to the

fact that the beam risetime possesses both current and energy ramps, foil

focusing at the anode will, at the very least, complicate the experimental

design. This phenomenon has been observed experimentally 8 and has been

pruposed as an alternative for high-current electron beam transport. 
9

5
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These two issues may be avoided if the diode is operated in a foilless

configuration. We will discuss separately the effectiveness of the magnetic

lens in current pulse shaping in both diode configurations.

The general envelopc equation for relativistic electron beam transport

after the anode aperture in an axial magnetic field including space charge and

emittance effects can be expressed by
5

2
- K + }_ 2R = 0 (5)

R 2 R 3  2Zv

Here, K = 2el /4TrEom3 c 3 is the generalized beam perveance, I is the beam

current, c = Z(6OR is the beam normalized emittance which is a constant of
n

motion in the absence of any nonlinear external force, 60 is the beam

transverse thermal spread angle and R is the beam radius. Equation (5) assumes

the beam energy is constant and the diode is a magnetic field free region. The

magnetic field profile is as given by Equation (3) with the distance between

the lens center and anode defined as z . Equation (5) can be integrated with
C

the initial conditions, R(z=O) = a, and R'(z=O) = r', to give
0

r2 21 zW 2 2 11/2

R'(z) 2K J +a, 2a21 - R 2 2?Vz]-- dz +] (6)

and

z

R(z) = O R'(z')dz' (7)

Equation (5) or its equivalent, Equation (6), can be evaluated

numerically to provide the beam radial envelope and its slope at any axial

location z downstream from the anode.

3.1 NONMAGNETIZED FOILLESS DIODE

In this section we will investigate the radial phase space properties of

an electron beam emerging from a nonmagnetized foilless diode configuration.11

The radial impulse due to an aperture in an otherwise uniform anode plane (see

Appendix for details) is

6
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v
r eV r 7 r

r= - -__ - - (8)

v Xmv 2d Z+1 2d
z z

It is interesting to note that r' is linear in r and is independent of the

aperture radius in this limit, providing d > a. Here d is the diode

anode-cathode gap spacing and a is the anode aperture radius. In other words,

the anode aperturp acts as a negative lens5 which preserves the beam

laminarity. Furthermore, there is a weak dependency of r' on energy resulting

from the anode aperture which will advantageously lengthen the spacing between

the focal points of the beam rising edge and the beam peak after passing

through the magnetic lens. This information determines the beam initial

conditions upon entering the lens region. With this knowledge, we can estimate

the magnetic field strength required as well as the location for the

downstream aperture.

Several observations can be made which greatly simplify the analysis of

Equation (5) and allow simple formulae which are useful in estimating

experimental and simulation parameters. First, the effect due to the magnetic

lens focusing is proportional to B (z), and B(z) peaks strongly at the center

of the lens. Thus, by making use of Equation (4) we can reasonably approximate

the lens magnetic field axial profile in the paraxial approximation as

B z - 0.9z : z S z + 0.9z
B(z) : 00 C o C 0 (9)

0 ,elsewhere .

Here, z is defined as the distance from the anode. Second, with a beam peak

current of several kiloamperes and an operating peak energy of about 2 MeV,

space charge effects are negligible in comparison with the slope caused by the

anode aperture. Thus, we can safely neglect the effect of space charge except

for the region near the focal point where R<<a. Third, in the absence of the

anode foil, most of the emittance is expected to come from the cathode surface

roughness. An analytical formula 1 2 for angular spread 60, which was confirmed

experimentally 7 is given by

0.1 1/3

60 Jh 2  (10)

where J is the cathode current density and h is the height of the cathode
C

whiskers. Taking h to be typically 30 pm fcr a velvet cathode and assuming

7
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the diode current to be 7 kA at peak voltage of 2 MeV for a 1 cm cathode

radius and 2 cm diode gap spacing, we obtain 60 - 5.2x10 -3 radians. Here again

the effect due to cathode surface roughness is also expected to be negligible

relative to the lensing effect of the anode aperture, i.e., 60 << r'.
0

Making use of these observations, we can readily solve Equation (5) to

obtain

r'z + a 0 0
- 

Z
- :Z

0 1

r'

R(z) = 1 cos [k (zz] + ° sin[kz-zj] Z 15 z 5 Z (11)

k

r + r, Z-z z 2 z
2 2( 21 2

and

r' 0 !5 Z -f z

0 1R' (z) -- krIsin [k (z-zJ]] + r' cos[k[z-z1]] 'o z- z 5 z (12)

r' , zZ
2 2

where z = z - 0.9z , z = z + 0.9z , and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the beam1 2 0 2 c 0

properties at these points, respectively. We have also defined k = w oo/2 'vz

Thus, the axial location for the focal point can be readily estimated from

Equation (12) to be

r
2

z = z - (13)
f 2

2

Of course, the field strength must e: sufficiently strong so that r' < 0 for
2

the lens to be effective. Near this - ,cal point, the beam radius does not go

to zero but rather to a waist (R'=0). The radius at this point, R, can be
M

determined from

2C 2

2K'n (R.a) 2 1 = - r (14)2 a 2 R 2 ) 2

rh

For h. hih-en rw<' low-emitt;ance. beam and a strong magnetic ers, Eqvation

(141 indicates the beam car: ,.. focnsed t , a very small sct.

. .. w ' , . , a . . b r: eha '
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through a perfect lens, unfortunately does not take into account the

nonlinearity that is present in all real lenses; that is, it fails to account

for nonlinear terms in Equation (2). Due to nonlinearity, the outer electrons

will feel a slightly stronger bending force. Thus, they approach the symmetry

axis at an enhanced rate from that predicted by linear analysis and miss the

small waist where space charge and emittance effects are dominant.

Consequently, these particles lose relatively little momentum and are expected

to cross the axis of symmetry. In other words, magnetic lens nonlinearity

introduces a high transverse energy component to an initially cool beam. This

phenomenon may provide an explanation for the observed core-halo formation in

transport experiments where magnetic lenses are employed in matching electron

beams to focusing channels.

In order to verify the basic concept, we have performed numerical

simulations with the MAGIC code. MAGIC is a two-and-one-half dimensional,

fully self-consistent particle-in-cell code developed by Mission Research

Corporation to investigate axisymmetric plasma physics phenomena such as the

one presented here. The basic geometry of the simulation includes the foilless

diode and the magnetic lens region as shown in Figure 2.

The cathode emission surface has a radius of 1 cm, and we have set the

critical electric field for cathode explosive field-emission initiation at the

typical value of 200 kV/cm. The anode is 2.7 cm downstream from the cathode

with an aperture of 1.2 cm in radius. The diode voltage is assumed to have the

following temporal profile,

7Tt

V (t) = V sin(-- , t 5 T (15)
d p (Tp p

where we have set the peak voltage to be 2.2 MV, and the pulselength T has
P

been set at 37 ns for consistency with the observed voltage pulselength of

the Febetron 705 electron beam generator used in the experiments. We have

simulated the first 20 ns of the voltage pulse. The maximum cathode emission

current density has been set at 2.5x103 ,/cm2 to yield a peak current of 7.9

kA as observed experimentally for velvet cathode and anode foil Febetron

operation at this peak voltage. The diode current follows the sinusoidal shape

rf the diode voltage with a risetim: (10-90') of 11 ns.

9
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The thermal spread angle due to cathode surface nonuniformity is on the

order of 5xlO -3 radians, which is negligible compared to the anode aperture

lensing effect. Equation (8) predicts the slope for the outermost electrons

after passing through the anode aperture to be 0.18 radian at the peak

voltage of 2.2 MV. Due to the weak energy dependence of the slope, a slight

reduction of the beam risetime is expected upon passage through the aperture.

This can be observed in Figure 3(a) which shows the beam current downstream

from the anode. We note here that the discontinuities seen in Figure 3(a) are

an artifact of all particle codes in statistically representing a large number

of physical particles by a much smaller number of macro-particles.

The peak current of the apertured beam upon entering the magnetic lens

cell is about 4.5 kA. The magnetic field profile in this region is as given by

Equations (2) and (3) with z = 18 cm measured downstream from the anode. The
C

peak magnetic field has been arbitrarily chosen to be 1.7 kG. Using Equation

(13), we estimate the focal point for the beam peak to be about 40 cm

downstream from the anode. Therefore, we have placed the pulse shaping

aperture at this location. In this run, the aperture is 1.8 cm in radius.

The simulated particle trajectory plots at different times in the beam

pulse are shown in Figures 2(a)-(c). These plots are equivalent to snap shots

at different times of the system. At early times, the beam is strongly focused

by the lens due to low energy and is mostly intercepted by the aperture. In

fact, if the energy is sufficiently low, all of the axial kinetic energy is

converted to rotational and radial energies, and particles are stopped axially

and repelled back toward the anode. Since both v and v are proportional to
r

r, the outermost particles suffer the most axial kinetic energy loss and are

therefore more likely to be reflected. This is clearly seen in Figure 2(a).

Overall, the beam focal point can clearly be seen to approach the aperture as

energy increases. In particular, at the beam peak the focal point is near the

ape ture, with most particles passing through as can be seen in Figure 2(c).

Except near the focal point where space charge and aberration effects play an

important role, the results from numerical simulations and the linear analysis

are generally in good agreement. The beam current trace measured at the

downstream aperture is shown in Figure 3(b). Substantial risetime sharpening

is observed in comparison with the original diode current.

;0
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3.2 DIODE WITH ANODE FOIL

The radial impulse produced by a conducting foil on a uniform current

density profile electron beam has been determined by Adler. Assuming that the

foil produces a change in radial momentum 6p without a change in radial
r

position (the thin lens approximation), the deflection angle of the electrons

from the foil is given by

6P r  Ib b Co x 0 na/b J ( Xonr/b]

c39= -16- 2 (15)

z A n=1 n 1 on)

where a is the beam radius at the foil, b is the drift tube wall radius, X
mn

is the nth root of J , and I = 4TIE mc 3 /e is the Alfven current. Equationin A 0

(15) may be used as the initial condition on R' to solve Equation (6).

The presence of the anode foil also enhances beam emittance through

electron scattering. For electrons passing through 7) L atoms/m 2 of atomic
z 14

number Z, the cumulated mean squared scattering angle 
is

8Tre 4Z(Z+1b7 L ( ra

<02 > =i 1 (16)

( ] 2
m224c4 

m

where, for the thin target case,

" 2/3 1/2

G min  Tr mc

The cathode surface roughness also contributes to the beam emittance as

previously described analytically by Equation (10). Application of Equations

(10) and (16) together give a reasonable approximation to the emittance of the

electron beam emerging from the anode foil as compared with previous emittance

measurements with a similar cathode. Equation (15) has been found to be a

reasonable approximation to the foil-focusing effect based upon comparison

with beam radius data taken with radiachromic films.

Since from the above analysis all the terms of the envelope equation are

significant, Equation (5) becomes nonlinear and must be solved numerically.

II
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From the resulting numerical solution, we can determine the focal point and

the beam radius at the waist to allow appropriate placement of the downstream

aperture.

To aid in the design of the experi..nt and to test the validity of the

technique, numerical simulations of Equation (5) were performed assuming a 1.6

MV peak electron beam with 3.5 kA of injected current and an injection radius

of 1.5 cm. The anode foil material was 6 pm thick aluminum. Typical numerical

results are shown in Figures 4(a) and (b) for two different peak lens axial

magnetic field strengths.

The figures illustrate the variation in the beam envelope as a function

of beam energy. Figure 4(a) indicates that for peak lens magnetic fields on

the order of 1.2 kG, the lower energy portion of the beam is brought to a

focus a reasonable distance downstream of the lens center. The magnetic field

strength however is insufficient to bring the high energy portion of the beam

to a focus and it continues to expand radially. Aperturing the beam at a 1.5

cm radius, 15 cm downstream of the magnetic lens should then give us an output

current pulse containing a large portion of the current emitted during the

rising and falling edges of the voltage pulse, and a reduced current at the

higher energies emitted near the peak of the diode voltage pulse. At stronger

peak lens magnetic field strengths, the high energy portion of the beam is

brought to a focus downstream of the lens center as shown in Figure 4(b). In

this case the low energy portions of the beam current have been brought to a

focus much closer to the lens center and have rapidly expanded downstream. As

a result, very little of the low energy beam current will pass through the

downstream aperture. This should result in a sharper rise to beam current

peak. Figures 4(a) and (b) illustrate that by suitable selection of the peak

lens magnetic field, significant current pulse shaping should be achievable.

The implementation is not quite as straightforward as Figure 4 suggests since

for the lower energy electrons there will actually be less current extracted

from the cathode which is not accounted for in the simulation. This analysis

also neglects nonlinear effects due to the magnetic lens which introduce a

high transverse ene-py component to the beam.

12
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SECTION 4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental configuration for investigating current pulse-shaping

with the single magnetic lens is shown schematically in Figure 5. The electron

beam is generated from a field emission cathode with a 0.9 cm radius velvet

emitting surface. The anode consists of a stainless steel aperture plate with

a 1.5 cm radius aperture. The anode-cathode gap spacing is approximately 2.5

cm. In this configuration, the Febetron 705 generates a nominal 2 MV, 7 kA, 20

ns (FWHM) electron beam in the diode. Experiments were attempted initially

without an anode foil covering the aperture. In this case however, without an

external magnetic field to confine the electrons emitted from the cathode,

insufficient current was extracted through the aperture (on the order of 1.5

kA) to make the technique practical. The poor emission properties were

attributed primarily to shank emission from the cathode stalk not accounted

for in the MAGIC simulations. With an anode foil in place, extracted currents

reached 4 kA through the anode aperture. Subsequent experiments used either a

6 pm aluminized mylar foil or a 15 pm titanium foil covering the anode

aperture. The markedly different effect of the emittance of the electron beam

extracted from the anode due to scattering in these two foils on the pulse-

shaping properties of the magnetic lens cell could then be investigated.

The diode voltage is monitored with a capacitive voltage divider located

upstream of the cathode stalk. The electron beam current injected into the

pulse-shaping cell is monitored with a Rogowski coil immediately downstream of

the anode. The magnetic lens, described in detail in Section 2, slides over

the 6" diameter drift tube and is typically centered 20 cm downstream from the

anode. A range-thick carbon aperture plate (1.5 cm radius aperture) is located

typically 15 cm downstream from tho center of the magnetic lers t extract

only' th, sired portion of the electron beam, The beam current extracted

, h this aperture si mcnitored tLy a resistive wall current mniltr7n

13
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15
(beambug). Further downstream from the aperture the beam current is

monitored by a Faraday cup to monitor beam expansion. Alternatively, on some
16

shots the time resolving electron energy spectrometer (TREES) is placed

downstream to get additional temporal information on the beam current and

energy. This device is basically a compact magnetic spectrometer 17 with a fast

detector. The device is intrusive in that it must be placed in the path of the

electron beam. Typically the detector has been a fast scintillator or a

plastic Cerenkov radiator. A streak camera images the light from the detector

to give time-resolved information on the electron energy in the current pulse.

A plastic film holder also allows positioning of an array of three

radiachromic films over an axial length of 25 cm to allow for monitoring of

the radial profile of the electron beam from the anode foil back to the carbon

aperture. The entire diode and drift tube region is evacuated to 10- Torr by

an oil diffusion pump.

14
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SECTION 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiment was conducted using both the 15 pm thick titanium and the

6 pm aluminized mylar anode foils. Experimental results are shown in Figure 6

for both types of foil. Typical diode voltages are on the order of 1.7 MV. The

diode current (not shown in Figure 6) has a peak value of about 7 kA and

follows the diode voltage very closely in pulse shape. Beam current extracted

through the anode aperture is more triangular in shape with peak values near 4

kA. The data in Figure 6 shows the results from both foils to have the same

trend in variation of pulse shape with peak lens magnetic field with one

important difference. The peak current obtained with the titanium foil is much

less than that obtained with the aluminized mylar foil. While a maximum of 90

percent of the beam current extracted from the anode is transported through

the pulse shaping cell using the aluminized mylar foil, only about 50 percent

is effectively transported using the thicker titanium foil at a reduced peak

magnetic field. This is likely a result of the combined effect of electron

energy loss in the titanium and increased transverse temperature due to

enhanced scattering.

The results demonstrate the effects anticipated by the simple envelope

equation analysis of Section 3. For relatively low peak magnetic field

strengths, the lower energy portion of the beam is focused through the

downstream carbon aperture. The higher energy portion of the beam is not

focused and as a result transports less current through the aperture. By

increasing the magnetic field strength of the lens appropriately the beam

current pulse can be made reasonably square (6 ns rise and fall times (10-90%)

with a 12 ns flattop). Further increasing the peak magnetic field allows more

of the peak beam current to pass through the carbon aperture with less of the

low-energy components but at a somewhat slower risetime.

Information has also been obtained using the TREES that is useful in

15
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illustrating this result. Figures 7(a) and (b) show streak photographs

obtained with the TREES located downstream of the carbon aperture plate using

the 15 pm thick titanium anode foil. In Figure 7(a), with no magnetic field

applied, the image appears spread out over 19 ns with a definite increase in

intensity near the center of the trace. In Figure 7(b), with a peak axial

magnetic field of 1.6 kG, the trace appears to be shorter, spread out over 14

ns, but more importantly is uniform in intensity. This indicates that the

lower energy (lower current) portion of the beam did not make it through the

aperture to be intercepted by the TREES.

16
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results indicate that the single magnetic lens is an

effective tool for shaping the output beam current pulse. Experiments

conducted with a nonmagnetized foilless diode were not successful due

primarily to degraded emission characteristics from the cathode and cathode

shank. For diode configurations employing anode foils, the results are

qualitatively in good agreement with the simulation results from the beam

envelope equation analysis. Although the presence of the anode foil introduces

foil focusing and the added transverse thermal spread due to electron

scattering, the effectiveness of the magnetic lens is substantial. The added

transverse energy spread limits the spot size attainable at the downstream

focal point but for applications in which the electron beam is to be matched

to a transport section (an IFR channel for example) with a radius comparable

to the injection radius this should not be a problem.
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APPENDIX

RADIAL IMPULSE IN A FOILLESS DIODE

We note that in the case where the anode foil is in place, the potential

along the diode axis can be well represented by

00r=0,z) = QV(l1-z/d (Al1)

where V is the diode voltage and d is the distance between the cathode and

anode. If a small hole of radius a (a<d) is introduced, then the potential in

Eq. (A1) can be modified to be1
8

-V z-d a 1
- - Va [I-A t an 0 aj Oz ad

a -Atan a )]d

d a ad d-

The result on the axial electric field is given by

VV a a(z-d)1
- + - Atan 3 + 0 a z a d
d (d d-z z-d)

2 +a2

E (0,z) = (A3)1 yr a a(z-d)1
-I -Atan - J + z : d
nd z-d (z-d) 2 +2

Then the radial field in the diode structure can be approximated by

8E 3
I z V a

E (r, z) - - r - r -- I z A 0. 04)
r 2 az nd I(z 22] 2 .

The above equation indicates that the radial electric field is sharply peaked

at the anode.

A-1
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Thus, most of the transverse momentum gain is expected to occur near the

anode aperture where electrons move near the speed of light for the range of

voltage considered. Then the electron radial equation of motion can be

approximated by

= - e E (A5)

r

dz mVz

The sharply pedKed radial electric field means the radial position changes

relatively little across the aperture gap. Integrating Eq. (A5) across the

aperture region, we obtain the electron radial impulse due to the aperture

V
r eV r r

r' - - - (A6)2
v jmv 2d Z+1 2d

z z

A-2
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